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kreon purity in light allows you to 
create the conditions in which the 

beauty of architecture can surface.
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We want to welcome people into the world of kreon,
make them a part of it. We want to create a harmony
between comfort and functionality. That is what our new
collections consist of. Functional yet comfortable solutions.
We step away from classic designs. And we bring back
true, unique optics and lenses. Characterized by comfort,
connectivity, technology and architecture. Driven by
innovation, we try to surprise you and do the unpredictable.
To meet everyone’s personal needs. So everyone
can experience the world of kreon.

kreon    #worldofkreon
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kreon   novelties

kreon aplis 80 high efficiency
page 15-18

kreon aplis in-line 80 high 
efficiency
page 15-18

kreon side
page 23-26

kreon inti
page 19-22

kreon side in-line
page 27-30

kreon stripe
page 31-34

kreon up 80
page 35-38

kreon up in-line 80
page 35-38

kreon aplis 60
page 7-10

kreon aplis in-line 60
page 11-14
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belux   novelties

belux

twilight
page 39-42

belux

twilight 360
page 43-46

belux ypsilon
page 47-50
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kreon aplis 60 is a new range of round shaped 
recessed downlights with an aperture of 60mm.

Equipped with the newest high performance faceted 
reflector in a fixed downlight or wallwash luminaire 
they offer optimal efficiency and uniformity.

kreon    aplis 60    

downlight FL downlight SP

downlight WFL wallwasher
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kreon aplis in-line directional is a fully recessed 
spotlight and has a rotational adjustment of 360º 
and an angular adjustment of 30º, which when 
combined with the choice of spot, flood and wide 
flood TIR (total internal reflection) reflector, provides 
a truly versatile accent lighting tool.

kreon aplis in-line fixed is the perfect solution for 
general lighting and features a flood beam mirror 
reflector set above the black or white internal louvre, 
optimised to create pools of light on horizontal 
surfaces or dramatic scalloping effects on verticals.

kreon    aplis in-line 60    

downlight FL downlight SP

downlight WFL wallwasher
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kreon aplis 80 (in-line) HE integrates the newest high 
efficient faceted optics as an extension to the existing 
kreon aplis 80 directional range.  

Combined with a lighting designers preferred LED 
module it creates high efficient pools of light on 
horizontal surfaces or dramatic scaloping effects 
on verticals with excellent colour rendering.

kreon aplis 80 (in-line) HE is 30° adjustable to spot-
light every detail in a light scene.

kreon    aplis 80 (in-line)
high efficiency

directional SP
in-line
directional SP

 directional FL
in-line 
directional WFL
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kreon    inti

kreon inti is a fully recessed downlight with a refined 
patented* optical system.  

kreon inti fixed downlight has a build in dome set above 
a black or white internal louvre. The faceted dome adds 
a scattering play of brilliance and creates a first layer of 
ambiance.

kreon inti directional combines the dome effect of the 
downlight with a decentralized directional spotlight that 
has an angular adjustment of 30°.  The diffused light 
from the dome neutralizes the shadow of the directional 
spotlight in the light effect. The directional light creates 
the second layer of focused light.

directional

fixed
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kreon    side

kreon side reproduces many aspects of the classical 
recessed side light. The faceted reflectors  which are 
incorporated into the light ensure a uniform asymmetrical 
beam, making the kreon side in-line an efficient, compact 
floor or ceiling washer. A soft yet striking light beam and 
the steep bevel of the finishing louvre draws attention to 
the straight vertical back surface which can be finished in 
various materials according to the designer’s preference. 
kreon side in-line, available in widths of 1”, 1” 9/16 and 
3” 1/8 can be merged perfectly into the architecture and 
combined with other kreon luminaires.

25 x 100 40 x 100

40 x 200 80 x 200
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kreon    side in-line

kreon side in-line reproduces many aspects of the 
classical recessed side light. The faceted reflectors 
by Bartenbach Lichtlabor which are incorporated 
into the light ensure a uniform asymmetrical 
beam, making the kreon side in-line an efficient, 
compact floor or ceiling washer. A soft yet striking 
light beam and the steep bevel of the finishing 
louvre draws attention to the straight vertical back 
surface which can be finished in various materials 
according to the designer’s preference. kreon side 
in-line, available in widths of 1”, 1” 9/16 and 3” 
1/8 can be merged perfectly into the architecture 
and combined with other kreon luminaires.

25 x 100 40 x 100

40 x 200 80 x 200
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kreon    stripe

kreon stripe 25 is a truly versatile semi-recessed ceiling 
and wall luminaire characterised by a compact form 
hosting a single or double deepset downlight or a single 
wallwasher.
 
kreon stripe 25 combines small rythmic pools of accent 
lighting with homogeneous wall washing light effects.

single

double wallwasher
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kreon up is a range of floor recessed up lighters 
characterised by its minimal appearance and 
optical functionality. The range is offered in two sizes 
in both square and circular forms, is finished with 
black or white backed toughened glass with a 
satin stainless steel trim. LED modules are deep-set 
within the luminaires and are controlled by a choice 
of anti-glare louvre for precise uplighting; brightness 
limiting diffuser for ambient or orientation lighting; 
and wall wash optic for vertical illuminance. The units 
are sealed to IP67 and have a die cast aluminium 
and stainless steel housing to provide protection from 
the harshest environments.

kreon    up 80 (in-line)

square
in-line
square

circular
in-line 
circular
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In a refined way, belux twilight combines unrivalled 
room and atmospheric lighting Using a dimmer belux 
twilight can produce an atmospheric direct emotional 
play of light or a large amount of light to illuminate 
the room indirectly as desired.
Inside the artificial glass body there are LED lamps at 
the top and at the bottom, emitting light towards each 
other, so that belux twilight turns into a light sculpture. 
With an additional LED spot belux twilight gives out 
indirect room lighting via the ceiling. The indirect light 
and light inside the art glass body can be dimmed 
independently of one another.

belux twilight

black

Aluminium
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belux twilight sophisticatedly combines brilliant 
room and mood lighting and has been considered 
a classic floor-standing lamp for over 15 years. 
The range now features a cylindrical version, which 
broadens the lamp’s range of potential applications 
in architectural spaces.
belux twilight 360 is available in aluminium and 
bronze anodized finish. The inner workings of the 
light fixture feature LED light sources at the top and 
the bottom, which emit light towards each other and 
hence produce the belux twilight’s characteristic 
effect. The indirect, high-performance of indirect 
room lighting. Both light sources can be dimmed 
independently, enabling endless lighting moods.

belux twilight 360

black

Aluminium Dark Bronze
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belux ypsilon is a discrete and energy-saving 
solution to illuminate the walls of rooms and thus 
visually enlarge it. The plug-in lamp also solves 
the problem of dark ceilings where they do not 
reflect light. Modern electronics and its stylish 
finishes, along with the distinctive design, ensure 
high-quality illumination and a long operating life.

The built-in dimmer enables the light to be 
regulated from bright room light to cozy mood 
light. belux ypsilon is energy saving and can be 
rotated through 270°.

belux ypsilon

black white

Aluminium Champagne
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kreon Inc.
North America
20 Murray Hill Parkway 
East Rutherford NJ 07073
USA
+1 (201) 298-44 48
usa@kreon.com

General terms and conditions
kreon, Inc. general terms and conditions apply.
These can be accessed on kreon.com

General information
Even though kreon takes all the necessary care to ensure the correctness of the published 
information, it accepts no liability for the correctness and completeness of the contents 
thereof.
Images of products are by way of example only and may deviate from the original.
We reserve the right to make changes in dimension and construction.
The name kreon, all products shown as well as all photographs are protected by law and 
must not be used commercially without written permission by kreon NV, Oudsbergen, 
Belgium. Copying and reproducing this publication or parts of it is only allowed with 
written permission by kreon NV. The general terms and conditions of kreon NV apply for all 
orders.
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Become part of the #worldofkreon
facebook   kreon.lighting
Instagram   @kreon_lighting
Linkedin   kreon
Pinterest   kreonlighting

facebook   beluxlight
Instagram   @belux_light
Linkedin   belux-light
Pinterest   beluxlighting


